Studies on the behavior of nanoconfined homopolymers with cyclic chain architecture.
We have performed Monte Carlo simulations to study the effect of cyclic architecture on the behavior of homopolymer chains under several conditions of confinement. The collapse of the rings in two stages, a coil-to-globule and a liquidlike-to-solidlike transition, was observed even at extreme confinement. Both transitions were observed at lower temperatures than for linear chains of the same length, 2%-5% lower for unconfined systems, and 10%-15% lower for wall separations below three bond lengths due to the effect of confinement. When the plates separation approached the two-dimensional regime, the coil-to-globule transition shifted to lower temperatures. The inverse trend was observed when the chain length was increased. In the collapsed state, the average size and conformations of linear and cyclic molecules of same length were similar independently of confinement. At temperatures near the coil-to-globule transition, the radius of gyration of unconfined linear chains, [R(g)(2)](linear), became larger than for the cyclic chains, [R(g)(2)](cyclic), and this difference increased considerably with confinement. The radius of gyration ratio [R(g)(2)](linear)/[R(g)(2)](cyclic) in this region decreased rapidly. The decrease was more pronounced and occurred at lower temperatures for slit width confinements. At higher temperatures, in the coil state, the radius of gyration ratio became nearly constant for a given separation, and varied from 0.56 for unconfined systems to 0.47 when the chain was completely confined between the walls. This reduction was attributed to the higher increase in the average size of linear chains with confinement when compared with cyclic chains, due to architectural restrictions.